Fact or fiction

Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their answers.

If something is real or true, it is a fact.
If something is make believe, it is fiction.

Here are some things that are fact and some things that are fiction.

Circle the word “fact” if it is real or true.
Circle the word “fiction” if it is make believe.

1. a sports car
   fact  fiction

2. a brick house
   fact  fiction

3. a brown goat
   fact  fiction

4. a flying superhero
   fact  fiction

5. a talking flower
   fact  fiction
6. a magic wand  
7. a chocolate river  
8. a sandy beach  
9. a helicopter  

10. What are 2 other things that are fact?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

11. What are 2 other things that are fiction?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Answer Key

1. fact
2. fact
3. fact
4. fiction
5. fiction
6. fiction
7. fiction
8. fact
9. fact
10-11 Accept all reasonable responses.